
 
 

“Decorating For The Dream” Cake Kit 
+ Live Cake-Decorating Class 

 

 

Items included: 

12 White cupcakes 

Green icing - 5oz 

White icing - 1oz 

Yellow icing - 3oz 

Pink icing - 3 oz 

Peach icing - 5oz 

Tip #'s - 4, 12, 18, 104, 353, 824 

6 Decorating Bags 

Lavender Ribbon 

14x19 Cake board 

 

Other items needed: 

5 small bowls, scissors, paper or regular plate, butter knife, spoon, or small spatula, paper or regular 

towels 

 

Ingredients: 

May contain Eggs, Milk, Nuts, Soy, Wheat 

 

Instruction/Storage: 

 Keep cupcakes and icing in refrigerator until event date. 

 2 hours Prior to Class – Remove icing from refrigerator and set on counter to come up to room 

temperature 

 30 minutes Prior to Class – Remove cupcakes from refrigerator, keep covered in container 

 

 

 



 
 

During Class –  

After preparing each bag, we will be practicing a piping technique on a paper plate, plate, or 

wax paper.  Something clean you can scrape the icing off to reuse for the cupcakes. 

Prepare Decorating Bags - With scissors – cut hole in icing bag and squeeze icing into a small bowl.  

Place tip all the way into a clean icing bag.  Mark the halfway point of the tip.  Slide the tip up a little, 

and cut at the mark.  The opening of the tip should be pushed out of the bag, about halfway up the 

tip.  Start with small cut to ensure you don’t cut the opening too big.  Fold the top of the bag down 

(about halfway) to create a cuff.  While holding the bag at the base use a small spatula, butter knife, 

or spoon to fill the bag with icing.  Pinch the top of the bag to wipe the utensil clean as you lift it out of 

the bag.  Gently squeeze the icing towards the bottom of the bag.  Twist the top of the bag to keep it 

from coming out the top.  Place the bag in the palm of your hand; position the twist of the bag 

between your thumb and forefinger.  Close your hand around the bag and use your entire palm to 

squeeze.   

White Icing – Tip 4 

Hold bag straight up and squeeze to form dot.  Keep tip buried in the icing.  Pull tip up slightly but not 

away from icing.  With a circular motion, use the end of the tip to scrape the point on top of the dot. 

Pink Icing - Tip 104 

Double petal flower, hold bag at 45 degree angle, wide part of the tip pointed towards the center of 

the cupcake.  Hold tip just above cupcake, toward the outer edge.  Squeeze icing and turn and lift 

wrist clockwise while turning the cupcake counterclockwise with the other hand.  Stop squeezing and 

lift tip.  Repeat until cupcake is covered.  Pipe 2nd row of 5 petals on top.   Pipe 5 white dots in 

center. 

For 2nd pink flower cupcake – same technique, but elongate the petals, starting in middle, piping 

toward edge, and ending in the middle.  Stop pressure before ending in the center to prevent build up 

of icing in the center.  Pipe white center, squeezing to make dot larger. 



 
 

Yellow Icing - TIP 18  

Shells - Hold decorating bag at an angle with the back of the bag facing you, tip slightly above the 

surface.  Squeeze hard, letting the icing fan out as it forces the tip up.  Gradually relax pressure as 

you lower the tip, at the same tip pulling the bag towards you until the tip reaches the middle.  Stop 

squeezing and pull the tip along the surface to form a point.  Turn cupcake slightly, and continue 

piping around cupcake.  Pipe 2nd row of shells.  Pipe dot center 

For 2nd yellow flower cupcake – pull out stars – Start at the outer edge of cupcake, with tip at an 

angle, the back of the bag facing you.  Pipe star, pulling icing as you squeeze.  When strand is long 

enough, stop pressure and pull away.  Repeat all around outer edge.  Pipe 2nd row, in between first 

row.  Continue until cupcake is covered. 

Peach Icing – Tip 824 

Hold bag straight up and squeeze to form a star.  Stop pressure and pull tip straight up and away.  

Repeat all along edge of cupcake.  Adjust tip slightly after each star to prevent gaps.  Pipe 2nd row, 

about 5 stars on top.  Pipe white icing on middle of stars. 

Rosette - Hold bag straight up and squeeze to form a star, without releasing pressure, move tip up 

and around edge of cupcake.  Decrease pressure at 9:00 position and pull tip away 

Arrange Cupcakes on cake board – (add a small amount of icing if needed to bottom of each 

cupcake if you’re traveling with them) 

Green icing – Tip 12 and tip 353 

Starting at base of cupcakes, pipe 5 lines, about 4” long, meeting in the middle.  Pipe 5 lines about 3” 

long.  Place remaining green icing into bag with tip 353.  Pipe leave by squeezing until desired size, 

stop pressure and lift up 

Tie ribbon into a bow, trim tails and attach to stems. 

Place cupcake bouquet in refrigerator for 20-30 minutes until the icing hardens, then wrap 

gently with plastic wrap to keep fresh. 


